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A B S T R A C T   

This article proposes a novel synchrophasor-based control scheme enabling controlled islanding, islanded 
operation and automatic re-synchronization of a distributed energy resource (DER) in a distribution network. 
The performance of the proposed control system is studied using a test power system model. The DER controller 
uses a centralized architecture, receiving phasor measurement unit (PMU) measurements from both the trans-
mission and distribution grids. In simulation, the frequency control function inside the proposed controller uses 
frequency estimates calculated using a new formula that exploits the bus voltage in rectangular form (real and 
imaginary values). The performance of the proposed frequency computation method is studied and compared 
with the conventional washout filter (WF) approach used by most power system software tools. The study also 
discusses why unwrapped bus angles are necessary to perform the automatic re-synchronization process. The 
performance of the proposed controller is evaluated using both deterministic and stochastic load models, 
allowing the assessment of variability in distribution grids. The implementation of the proposed control scheme 
and the simulation of the test system is carried out leveraging rich features of Modelica language and the Open- 
Instance Power System Library (OpenIPSL).   

1. Introduction 

1.1. Motivation 

The concept of operating a smart grid includes the application of 
smart or intelligent equipment that makes power transmission and dis-
tribution secure, reliable and flexible. An important and desired function 
of smart grids is that of facilitating the autonomous operation of micro- 
grids [1–3], where distributed generators (DGs) are connected in the 
vicinity of, or co-located with, loads. Providing these two functions in 
today’s power system is an important task considering the increasing 
penetration of DERs. 

Nowadays, islanding and re-synchronization operations need to be 
executed occasionally by transmission system operators (TSOs) and/or 
distribution system operators (DSOs) to maintain proper balance be-
tween power generation and consumption. This is often carried out 
either with proprietary re-synchronizers that lack interoperability, or 
manually (i.e. without automation) where the operators coordinate 
changes at the DER site with plant engineers. 

This article investigates how to automate the controlled islanding, 

islanded operation and re-synchronization processes for a synchronous 
generator-based DER located at the distribution network (DN). To this 
end, the article presents a centralized control architecture, models the 
necessary control functions and trip signals that need to be sent to 
protection relays. The control functions are envisioned to make use of 
measurements from PMUs [4–6], located at transmission and distribu-
tion networks. This allows the monitoring of synchronization variables 
across the traditional TSO/DSO operation boundaries and with inter-
operability assuming they adopt standardized protocols such as IEEE 
C37.118.2 [7]. 

1.2. Literature review and previous work 

In current power grids, manual and autosynchronizers are widely 
used to perform re-synchronization in any islanded power network 
having multiple generators and loads connected to the grid [8]. 
Although manual systems are still used, they are mostly kept as a back- 
up and automatic systems are preferred due to its inherent greater 
precision to assess the criteria for synchronization [8–10]. Indeed, in 
order for synchronization to occur without unwanted consequences, it is 
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necessary to closely monitor synchronization variables: voltage quanti-
ties (magnitude, phase-angle) and frequency, and to assure that they are 
within acceptable limits for the connection of two isolated systems to 
occur [9,10]. 

The problem of re-synchronization is not new and many different 
creative solutions have been proposed in the literature recently, since 
the topic has gained attention due to the bolstering deployment of DERs. 
In fact, a virtual synchronous machine (VSM)-based control strategy is 
presented in [11], allowing microgrids to operate in both grid-connected 
and islanded without control loop reconfiguration. The proposed strat-
egy acts on reducing frequency error from a VSM reference and phase- 
angle difference for a seamless re-connection of islanded grids. In 
[12], a novel strategy for the smooth transition of DERs from grid- 
connected to islanded operation modes is investigated. In that paper, 
the proposed control action is independent on the islanding detection 
time. Moreover, distributed control of islanded microgrids are presented 
and investigated in [13] and in [14] for increased resiliency. The 
distributed approach in [13] allows microgrids to perform primary, 
secondary and tertiary control actions locally, reducing its dependency 
on external measurement. On the other hand, [14] uses the distributed 
architecture but proposes adaptive protocols that can compensate any 
adverse effect that might occur to the sensor. 

It is important to observe that the previous solutions only contem-
plated the usage of local measurements. This is mainly because most of 
the previous work use inverter-based energy resources (IBRs) which are 
able to derive local frequency measurements from their phased-locked 
loops (PLLs), so that controlled islanding and post reconnection pro-
cedures can be performed quickly and precisely [15,16]. However, there 
are different studies in the literature that present how remote sensing 
can be used for islanding and reconnection procedures, and this becomes 
attractive for more conventional generators that would also need to 
operate under such conditions. These remote sensing quantities may 
come from PMUs and, studies on the application for synchrophasors for 
these purposes has been proposed in [17–19]. In [20], a study analyzes 
how synchrophasors could be used to create a controlled islanding in the 
Uruguayan power system as a protective measure. As an example of a 
microgrid-related work, a strategy leveraging the remote sensing of both 
voltage and frequency quantities is proposed in [21]. The control actions 
for automatic re-connection after an intentional islanding of a microgrid 
are based on conventional synchronism check relays and they are 
demonstrated to result in a smooth procedure. 

The usage of both local signals and synchrophasor measurements 
would, then, be essential for a centralized architecture to function 
properly. In fact, it is absolutely necessary to adequately model the 
measurements, especially the frequency. A common approach in power 
systems tools is to use a WF in order to model the estimate of the bus 
frequency [22]. However, this well-known solution is prone to numer-
ical issues [22] and, therefore, it is necessary to find an alternative 
approach. In [23] the frequency divider approach is presented and it is 
compared to the WF approach in [22], while this method is attractive, it 
is not well suited for generic modeling tools and has only been imple-
mented in the tool reported in [22]. In this paper, a more practical and 
simpler approach is proposed based on rectangular components of the 
voltage phasor. This is attractive because it becomes straightforward to 
implement in general purpose tools, but also, it follows the same prin-
ciple that acutal PMUs use to estimate the frequency internally, i.e. they 
estimate frequency based on the voltage angle [7]. 

Furthermore, in previous work [24], the authors proposed a control 
system architecture for islanded-operation, based on PMU measure-
ments; however, that architecture did not provide the means to perform 
automatic re-synchronization functions and to provide trip signals to 
relays to perform the required re-closing of the circuit breaker. In 
addition, the authors modeled an automatic re-synchronization function 
for DER generators [25], but it did not include an islanded-operation 
control function that would allow the islanded system to self-regulate 
its frequency. Therefore, this work proposes an integrated control 

architecture for both controlled islanding, islanded operation and 
automatic re-synchronization. The proposed controller, if adopted in the 
field, can operate taking measurements from synchrophasor data, hence 
providing an interoperable solution as compared to today’s common 
practices. 

1.3. Contributions 

The main contributions of this article are:  

(i) For modeling and simulation purposes, a new frequency estimate 
computation method based on the bus voltage phasor data in 
rectangular form is proposed. This aims to emulate frequency 
measurements, such as that obtained from PMUs, when used in a 
closed loop controller. For comparison, the Modelica [26] 
implementation of the conventional WF model [22,23] for fre-
quency computation used in most power system tools, is pre-
sented. The computed frequency values obtained using both the 
techniques are analyzed and compared.  

(ii) An integrated control system architecture is proposed, which is 
interfaced in cascade with a turbine’s governor and excitation 
controls (i.e. voltage regulator), without replacing the existing 
generator control structure. Within this control architecture, a 
control scheme for controlled islanding, islanded operation and 
autonomous re-synchronization is proposed.  

(iii) Taking advantage of PMU measurements, an angle difference 
control function is proposed to influence the phase angle differ-
ence during the grid re-connection process. It is modelled inside 
the proposed control architecture, and compliments traditional 
voltage and frequency control functions.  

(iv) The use of advanced object-oriented equation-based modeling 
language features from Modelica are exploited and illustrated, 
giving an example of how such advanced language features can 
facilitate design and analysis of new control functionalities, i.e. 
controlled islanding, islanded operation and re-synchronization.  

(v) The performance of the control system is evaluated considering 
both deterministic, and stochastic load models. This analysis al-
lows to understand the feasibility of the proposed control sys-
tem’s operation under different levels of time-domain variability.  

(vi) Finally, to extend the analysis for effectiveness and robustness of 
the proposed control scheme, aspects related to the use of the 
PMUs for feedback are considered. The performance of the pro-
posed scheme is evaluated for different values of the PMU 
reporting rate and PMU data transmission delay. 

1.4. Paper structure 

The reminder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section II, for 
simulation purposes, a new frequency computation approach is pro-
posed and described along with the conventional method used by power 
system simulators. Section III presents the proposed control architecture 
and its Modelica implementation. The power system model and simu-
lation set-up is presented in Section IV. Four case studies are presented 
in Section V, while the conclusions summarizing the paper results are 
presented in Section VI. 

2. Frequency Computation 

When the distribution grid is disconnected from the bulk trans-
mission grid to become an islanded system, the phase angle of the bus 
voltage in the distribution grid starts deviating from the main trans-
mission system reference. As a result, the distribution network fre-
quency also deviates from the transmission grid frequency. The 
frequency at the distribution grid can be controlled by a DER, if equip-
ped with a controller for this purpose. If the frequency at the distribution 
grid is monitored with a PMU, this measurement can be used to control 
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the distribution network’s frequency. However, PMUs do not directly 
measure frequency. Instead, frequency is a derived quantity, obtained 
from estimates that use the bus voltage’s rate of change in their phase 
angles  [27]. The frequency f(t) estimation can be expressed as: 

f (t) =
1

2π ×
dθ(t)

dt
= f0 +

1
2π ×

dϕ(t)
dt

, (1)  

where the phase function θ(t) = 2πf0t+ϕ(t) includes both frequency and 
phase angle. 

2.1. Theory and implementation 

In this work, it is assumed that PMUs estimate frequency from the 
bus voltage angles. The PMUs are assumed to be located at both the 
transmission and distribution network will provide frequency signals to 
the proposed control system. However, this has to be carefully consid-
ered in modeling and simulation [22,23], because if the bus frequency is 
calculated from the bus angle directly, angle wrapping will produce 
sharp discontinuities in the derived frequency values. To overcome this 
issue and to provide useful and adequate frequency signals for control 
purposes, a new method is proposed herein. Here we have considered 
only two PMUs, one at the transmission grid and the other one at the 

Fig. 1. Washout Filter (WF) implementation in Modelica.  

(a) Centralized controller architecture at the DER using remote PMU measurements.

(b) Internal control functions.

Fig. 2. Controller Architecture and Functions.  
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distribution grid where the DER is located. Note that for the islanded 
operation, only one PMU is necessary in theory, but the re- 
synchronization requires both the PMUs. Consequently, we assume no 
other PMUs are installed throughout the system. In practice, at a mini-
mum, at least two PMUs at the transmission grid and two PMUs at the 
distribution grid, all at different locations, should be utilized. 

Let Vi and Vr be the imaginary and real parts of complex bus voltage 
V, then we have that 

V =

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅

V2
i + V2

r

√

, (2)  

and the bus angle θ can be expressed as in (3). 

θ = arctan
Vi

Vr
(3)  

Therefore the angular frequency ω = 2πf can be estimated taking the 
first order derivative of the bus angle θ, as presented in (4). 

θ̇ = ω = VrV̇i − ViV̇r

V2
i + V2

r
(4)  

Note that for the quantity ω to be in per unit, it is necessary to divide it 
by the base frequency (i.e. 2πf0). Eq. (4) was implemented using Mod-
elica language within a frequency computation model, as follows: 

Note that the derivative function blocks, denoted by der1 and der2, 
use a gain value of k = 1 and a time constant of T = 0.01 s. Since the 
proposed computation method relies on the real and imaginary values of 
complex bus voltage, the method is independent of rate of change of 
voltage phase angle. This makes the proposed method advantageous 
over the WF model, presented in the next section. 

2.2. Washout Filter implementation in Modelica 

In traditional power systems tools [28], the WF model is used to 
estimate the grid frequency from the bus voltage phase angle. This 
model computes bus frequency by passing the voltage phase angle 
through a derivative block and a first order filter. This paper presents the 
Modelica implementation of the WF model shown in Fig. 1, which is 
deployed in the power system model. 

The parameter used for the WF model are as follows: k = 1, T_f = 1 s 
and T_w = 2 s, where T_f and T_w are the time constants of the derivative 
and first order filter blocks, respectively. The gain k remains same for 
both the derivative block and the first order filter models. 

In this work we have performed the simulations using phasor time- 
domain modeling framework, it is to exploit both the components 
(real and imaginary) of the complex bus voltage phasor to compute the 
frequency, similar to the way this is performed by PMUs which derive 
the frequency from the bus voltage angle. Note that this approach is 
much different than those used in power electronic systems which derive 
the frequency from a PLL. Hence, because of the modeling framework 
and to be consistent with how PMUs derive frequencies, we propose the 

frequency computation using bus voltage phasor components. Hence, in 
Section 2.1 we propose an alternative and more practical approach over 
the WF model. 

3. Proposed Controller Architecture and Functions 

3.1. Control architecture 

The proposed control system architecture and internal functions for 
control islanding, islanded operation and automatic re-synchronization 
is presented in Fig. 2. The overall structure including sensing (PMUs), 
data communications and the controller’s analog and digital outputs is 
shown in Fig. 2a, while the internal functions are presented in Fig. 2b. 
The controller has two main modes of operation: (1) controlled islanding 
and islanded operation (highlighted by green dotted line), (2) automatic 
re-synchronization (highlighted by orange dotted line). 

The mode for islanded operation requires a PI controller, that can be 
used to restore the frequency deviation from the nominal value after the 
system is separated from the main grid. This function can be activated as 
soon as the island is detected. 

The control mode for automatic re-synchronization consists of three 
major functions or units: computation unit, activation unit and control 
unit. The synchronizing variables are determined from two PMUs each 
at different remote sub-stations, one located at the transmission network 
and one in the distribution network. The synchronization variables are: 
voltage difference (ΔV), frequency difference (Δf) and angle difference 
(Δθ). These three synchronization variables are determined by the 
computation unit within the centralized controller at the DER. The 
activation unit plays a key role in activating three different controllers 
(voltage controller, frequency controller and an angle-difference 

Fig. 3. Sequential control logic for re-synchronization.  
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controller) following a sequential decision making process, that checks 
thresholds for three different synchronization variables (ΔV, Δf, Δθ). 
When all three synchronization variables are below their thresholds 
after a given amount of time, the controller will send a trip signal to a 
relay to close the corresponding circuit breaker and to complete the re- 
synchronization process. 

3.2. Modeling of the automated re-synchronization control mode 

Fig. 3 summarizes the algorithm for the sequential control logic for 
re-synchronization. During the re-synchronization process, the voltage 
and frequency control functions can be modeled using PI controllers, as 
reported in [21]. To control Δθ, which is the third re-synchronization 
variable, an angle difference controller that requires a PID block is 
proposed herein. In the sequel, each individual control function is 
summarized, followed by a discussion on how they are used in the 
sequential control logic. Implementation aspects exploiting the Mod-
elica language are summarized also. 

3.2.1. Modeling 
The voltage controller output is defined by Eq. (5), where x repre-

sents the Boolean input signal, (start_voltage) that activates the 
controller when the re-synchronization process initiates. 

y(x) =

{(

KPV ΔV + KIV

∫ t

0
ΔV dt

)

, if x = true

0, otherwise
(5)  

where KPV and KIV are the proportional and derivative gains of the 
voltage control function. The output of the voltage controller is applied 
to the automatic voltage regulator (AVR) error signal, which controls the 
generator field voltage. If the Boolean input signal, start_voltage, is 
true, the computed voltage difference is fed to the PI block. If this 
Boolean signal is false, the output of the controller becomes zero. 

The output of the frequency controller modulates the turbine’s 
power error signal. Similar to voltage controller, the frequency 
controller output can be defined by Eq. (6): 

y(x) =

{(

KPf Δf + KIf

∫ t

0
Δf dt

)

, if x = true

0, otherwise
(6)  

where KPf and KIf represent the proportional and integral gains of the 
frequency control functions, respectively. The Boolean input signal x 
activates the frequency controller after the voltage bounds are checked 
successfully. When all three (ΔV, Δf and Δθ) bounds are checked suc-
cessfully, the frequency controller is deactivated. 

To monitor and control the phase angle of the bus voltage an angle- 
difference controller is used. The angle controller uses a PID function 
whose input is the unwrapped angle difference estimated from the 
transmission and distribution side bus voltage angles. The output of this 
controller corresponds to the following equation: 

y(x) =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

(

KPθ Δθ + KIθ

∫ t

0
Δθ dt + KDθ

dΔθ
dt

)

, if x = true

0, otherwise

(7)  

where KPθ , KIθ and KDθ represent the proportional, integral and deriva-
tive gain of the angle-difference control function respectively. 

When the re-synchronization process begins, a signal activates the 
control logic inside the activation unit. The outputs of the re- 
synchronization controller can be expressed using the following equa-
tions: 

Vrs =

(

KPV ΔV + KIV

∫ t

0
ΔV dt

)

(8a)  

Prs = fP + fθ (8b)  

fP =

(

KPf Δf + KIf

∫ t

0
Δf dt

)

(8c)  

fθ =

(

KPθ Δθ + KIθ

∫ t

0
Δθ dt + KDθ

dΔθ
dt

)

(8d)  

where Vrs is applied to the supplementary input signal of the AVR, Prs is 
applied to the turbine’s power set-point, while fP and fθ are applied to 
the governor’s speed set-point. The controllers will change these outputs 
with the goal of minimizing the synchronization variables. 

When the synchronization variables (ΔV, Δf and Δθ) are below their 
thresholds for a pre-defined amount of time, the Boolean output signal is 
sent to a protection relay that would close the circuit breakers of the tie- 
line, which finishes the re-synchronization of the islanded distribution 
network with the transmission network. 

The sequential control logic in Fig. 3 was implemented within acti-
vation unit, where limit checking blocks are modeled to monitor the 
synchronizing variables, with the following thresholds: 

ΔVmin⩽ΔV⩽ΔVmax (9a)  

Δfmin⩽Δf ⩽Δfmax (9b)  

Δθmin⩽Δθ⩽Δθmax (9c)  

where the Δxmin and Δxmax values for x : V, f & θ need to be deter-

Fig. 4. Control scheme transitions between modes of operation. Grey lines and fill colors indicate existing conventional generator control system functions, while 
new functions and signals are shown in black and other colors. 
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mined via simulation. The minimum value Δθmin must be larger than the 
angle of the equivalent impedance between the tie-line linking the 
transmission and distribution network. This implies that ideally, the re- 
connection should be performed when there is minimal power being fed 
through that line, resulting in a smooth coupling between the systems. 
Similarly, ΔVmax would be the largest possible voltage drop through that 
line, while Δfmin,max can be targeted to have a low error, for example ±
0.01 Hz. 

3.2.2. Modelica implementation 
To avoid the numerical issues during simulation, advanced Modelica 

language features are used to handle phase angle wrapping before it was 
applied to the Δθ controller. The controller uses the updated difference 
value theta_diff_new estimated from the angular difference between 
the transmission and distribution network bus voltages. The calculation 
of theta_diff_new uses different Modelica operators such as homo-
topy, smooth, noEvent [29,30], as follows:   

For the homotopy operator the argument simplified  = theta_-
diff implies that the initialization process uses this simplified expres-
sion, thereby making the initialization process more robust. Meanwhile, 
the smooth operator is provided an argument 0 to indicate that the 

variable theta_diff_new is discontinuous, i.e. non-differentiable. This 
allows to model the actual behavior for this control input variable as 
seen in the field [31], where the measured phase angles will be dis-
continous when the system undergoes a line trip and similar discrete 
changes. Finally, the noEvent operator helps with event suppression. 
This minimizes the number of states events that can arise during simu-
lation. State events require re-initialization of the differential-and- 
algebraic equation model, and thus, degrade simulation performance 
[32]. Therefore, noEvent helps avoiding such events, improving 
simulation performance. 

3.3. Modeling of the controlled islanding and island operation mode 

Once the distribution network is islanded, both power balance and 
frequency would need to be controlled by at least one of the DERs in the 
network. In this work, only the case when a single DER is located in the 
islanded portion of the network is considered. It is assumed that the DER 
consists of a conventional synchronous generator with both speed and 
voltage controllers. To achieve autonomous operation as an island, the 
DER is equipped with the proposed controller architecture described 
above. To achieve autonomous island operation, the proposed controller 
at the DER would be equipped with an ICL (Intelligent Control Logic) 
for islanded operation, which that can use real-time frequency mea-
surements from PMUs that can be placed in any location within the 
distribution grid where the DER is present. 

The ICL is modeled within the distribution network generator (G22) 
(see Figs. 5 and 6) that uses a PI controller in order to maintain zero 
frequency deviation when the islanding occurs. The output of the PI 
controller within ICL can be expressed by Eq. (10), where KPI and KII are 
the proportional and integral gain respectively of this PI function and 
ΔΩL represents the error in the distribution network frequency from its 
nominal value. The implemented algorithm within ICL disables the PI 
controller modeled inside when the automatic re-synchronization pro-
cess begins and, at the same time, the ResynchUnit initiates the 
voltage control action. Hence, the re-synchronization maneuvering 
process for an isolated distribution grid is carried out autonomously. 

Fig. 5. The power system model.  
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Ωrs =

{(

KPI ΔΩL + KII

∫ t

0
ΔΩL dt

)

, if x = true

0, otherwise
(10)  

3.4. Modeling of the control mode transitions 

The transitions between different control modes used by the pro-
posed controller are shown in Fig. 4. Note that it shows labels indicating 
how the scheme executes the transitions from one control mode to 
another. 

For illustration, assume that a DER with the proposed control system 
is islanded. The control system will either detect an island or the island 
will be created and activate the islanded operation controller (see label 
(A) in Fig. 4). After the system has been operated in islanded mode under 
acceptable conditions, the re-synchronization controller can be acti-
vated as shown by (B) in Fig. 4, which concurrently disables the islanded 
operation controller (see (C) of Fig. 4). As soon as the re-synchronization 
controller starts operating, the sequential control mode logic (see Fig. 3) 
is activated. Naturally, once the re-synchronization process is 
completed, the re-synchronization controller is de-activated, leaving 
only the conventional controls (AVR and Governor) to drive the DER. 

4. Power System Modeling and Simulation Set-up 
Implementation 

The power system model, shown in Fig. 5, was implemented using 
Modelica language and the OpenIPSL [33,34] in Dymola [32,35] in 
order to study the performance of the proposed automatic re- 
synchronization controller. The controller architecture was placed in-
side the DER generator model (G22) at the distribution network, as 
shown in Fig. 6. The transmission network generator model (G1) uses a 
GENSAL block that corresponds to the synchronous generator model 
with salient poles and a simple excitation control system represented by 
the SEXS model. To start the islanding process, the entire system fre-
quency was perturbed by introducing a speed change in the hydro- 
turbine and governor system model (HYGOV) inside G1. The HYGOV 
is a standard hydro turbine governor model, and it is the same as the one 
in PSS/E. 

For the DER at the distribution network the different components of 
the plant are shown in Fig. 6. An IEEESGO block was used to model the 
gas turbine and governor system within G22. The IEESGO model is an 
IEEE standard model for turbine-governor systems, which can be used to 
represent both reheat steam turbines or simplified gas turbines. To 
model the excitation control system the SEXS block was used. The other 

Fig. 6. Centralized control structure implementation within the generator model (G22).  
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two components of G22 are the ResynchUnit and the ICL blocks, as 
explained in Section III. 

When the islanding begins, the controlled circuit breaker (CB2) 
islands the distribution grid from the transmission network and at the 
same time a signal is sent to the ICL, activating a PI block within this 
model. The algorithm to automate the switching from islanded mode to 
re-synch mode and the operation is presented below: 

Algorithm 1. Operation of ICL   

Modeling of the stochastic variability of the aggregate load was 
carried out by injection of white noise to the PQ load model, as high-
lighted in green in Fig. 5. Note that white noise generates a signal having 
normal distribution characterized by a mean and variance. 

A simulation set-up block1 was used for two purposes. First, it helps 
to create the conditions that result in the islanding of the distribution 
grid eight seconds after the simulation begins. Second, to create the 
conditions to perform the automatic re-synchronization operation of the 
same distribution network with the transmission grid using the proposed 
control scheme. The frequency computation blocks are modeled inside 
the simulation set-up, that act as PMUs to compute both transmission 
and distribution network bus frequencies using the proposed method 
explained in Section II. 

5. Case Studies 

We considered the power system model as shown in Fig. 5 for the 
following case studies. Simulations were performed using the Dymola 
[35] software. For all simulations, DASSL [36] numerical solver was 

chosen as an integration algorithm with a tolerance of 0.0001 having an 
output/reporting interval of 20 ms. 

5.1. Case 1: Comparative analysis between the WF model and the 
proposed frequency computation technique 

In Section II the Modelica implementation of the WF model was 
presented. This section compares the performance of the proposed fre-
quency computation approach with the traditional frequency compu-
tation approach using the WF filter model while performing the 
automatic re-synchronization process. 

The main differences between the WF filter model and the proposed 
model is that the WF uses the bus (B6) voltage phase angle while the 
proposed technique uses the real and imaginary parts of the same bus 
(B6) voltage to compute the distribution network frequency. 

Fig. 7 shows that the WF model introduces transients in the fre-
quency calculation (red trace) due to bus angle switching, whereas the 
proposed technique provides a smooth frequency output (blue trace). 

For both the models the outputs of the frequency controller are 
plotted in Fig. 8. The plot shows, due to frequency calculation provided 
by WF model, the frequency controller fails to operate successfully and 
introduces spikes or transients (red trace) in its output. On the other 
hand, the blue trace shows that the controller operates successfully by 
producing the expected steady state error signal, when it has the input 
frequency computation using the proposed approach. This study shows 
the advantage of using the proposed frequency computation technique 
over the conventional WF method for frequency computation. 

5.2. Case 2: Controlled scheme performance analysis 

This case study was performed to evaluate the performance of the 
proposed control scheme for both PQ load and an infinite bus connected 
to the transmission network side of the developed power system model, 
discussed in the previous section. Simulation results are plotted in 
Figs. 9–16 for 5 MW power dispatch from the distribution network 
generator. Fig. 9 plots the distribution network frequency deviation for 
both a controlled and an uncontrolled islanding event executed before 
the automatic re-synchronization process by ResynchUnit. Observe 
from Fig. 9 that the distribution network frequency deviation returns to 
zero (the red trace) for the controlled islanding operation, while in case 
of uncontrolled islanding the control architecture fails to do so (shown 
by the blue dotted trace). This demonstrates the functionality of the 
islanded operation controller as shown in Fig. 4. 

Fig. 10 depicts the frequency deviation in both transmission and 
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1 For brevity the detailed modeling of this block is not presented here. 
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distribution network when a PQ load is connected to transmission grid at 
bus B5. This is performed to illustrate the difference of modeling the 
reminder of the network with an infinite bus and how that influences the 
system behavior. Fig. 10 clearly exhibits how frequency controller acts 
to minimize the frequency difference when the re-synchronization 
process initiates. Note that when the re-synch starts, the control func-
tions are applied to first minimize the voltage difference (ΔV) (see 
Fig. 11), followed by the Δf control. Note that because the transmission 
side (TS) does not have automatic generation control (AGC), the fre-
quency deviates according to G1’s droop, and the Δf controller drives 
the G22 to match the distribution network frequency with the TS fre-
quency instead of returning it to a fixed reference frequency. This is 
important as the TS frequency is never exactly at its reference value (i.e. 
50 or 60 Hz), which means that the proposed controller will be able to 
track the TS instead of a fixed frequency reference. 

Figs. 12 and 13 show the frequency deviation and voltage profile of 
the power system due to the re-synchronization operation when the 
transmission grid remains connected to an infinite bus. Observe from 
Fig. 12 that as the transmission network frequency swings, but returns to 
50 Hz after both the islanding and the re-synchronization. Hence, this is 
an ideal scenario; because the transmission grid includes an infinite bus 
that establishes the reference frequency in the TS, and, as a result, the 
distribution grid frequency returns at 50/60 Hz before and after the re- 
synchronization process. 

From Fig. 13 it can be observed that as soon as the islanding begins, 

the bus voltage levels at B4 and B6 are affected, as a result there exist the 
voltage difference until the voltage control action begins. After voltage 
control action ends, the ΔV≈ 0 as it can be observed from the green 
trace. This ensures that the voltage controller reduces the control error 
to the desired threshold. It can also be observed from the simulation 
result that the re-synchronization process does not affect the bus volt-
ages or introduce switching transients, this is due to the stiffness of the 
infinite bus at the transmission network. 

Figs. 14–16 are plotted to compare the performance of the proposed 
control scheme for both IEESGO and HYGOV models. The results vali-
date the efficacy of the proposed scheme when two different turbine and 
governor systems are modeled within the distribution generator. Fig. 14 
shows the frequency deviation in the distribution grid for different gains 
(i.e. KPV and KIV ) of the voltage controller within the re-synchronization 
function. It can be observed for IEESGO the transient performance can 
be improved (as seen from the red trace, the overshoot is reduced ≈
16%) by tuning the control parameters. A similar performance can be 
noticed in Fig. 15 when the transmission network is connected to an 
infinite bus. Here we observe that the change in gain parameters of the 
voltage controller results in different re-synchronization times. 

For different permanent droop of HYGOV turbine and governor 
system Fig. 16 plots both transmission and distribution network fre-
quency deviations. It is interesting to observe that when the droop is 1, 
the control loop becomes unstable, and as a result, the controller fails to 
re-synchronize two grids; however, with a droop value 0.5 the controller 
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successfully re-synchronizes two islanded grids. These results show that 
it is necessary to tune all control parameters, not only the ones of the 
new controller, but other control systems in cascade and involved in the 
re-synchronization process. Hence, for each kind of power plant, the 
parameters need to be carefully calibrated considering the turbine and 
governor time constants and dynamics. 

5.3. Case 3: Effect of stochastic load model on control action 

This case study is performed to analyze the performance of the 
proposed controller for a stochastic load model connected to the dis-
tribution network using the Modelica noise modeling [37]. The sto-
chastic load model simulates the behaviour of consumer demand, 
showing variability when load forecasting is performed [38]. This also 
allows considering the time-domain variability of behind-the-meter and 
other non-dispatchable energy sources at the distribution network level. 
Therefore it is necessary to investigate whether the islanded and auto-
matic re-synchronization control actions can be executed together under 
aggregate load variability conditions. The stochastic load model has 
been simulated with standard deviation (σ) values 0.00004 and 
0.000025; and a period of 20 ms. 

For simulation execution we consider that the noise generation be-
gins at 5 s. As a result both the transmission and distribution network 
frequency becomes stochastic as long as they are not isolated from each 
other. As shown in Fig. 17, after the distribution network is intentionally 
islanded the control action begins and successfully restores the distri-
bution network frequency deviation to zero. It is also interesting to 
observe that the transmission network frequency is deterministic in 
nature as long as it remains isolated from the islanded distribution grid 
which includes the stochastic load model. Re-synchronization occurs at 
225 s, and, again, it is observed from Fig. 17 that both transmission and 
distribution network frequency becomes stochastic, which is as ex-
pected. Therefore this case study verifies that the proposed control ar-
chitecture will successfully operate in the case of load uncertainties or 
non-deterministic variability of non-dispatchable energy sources, 
which are becoming more common in distribution networks. 

5.4. Case 4: Effect of delay control action 

In this section, we analyze the impact of both PMU reporting rate and 
data transmission delay on the performance of the proposed control 
scheme. Here we consider an HYGOV turbine and governor system 
within the DER model and, the transmission grid remains connected to 
the infinite bus. 

To model different PMU reporting rates, a ZOH from MSL (Modelica 
Standard Library) [39] was used. Observe from Fig. 18 that delays from 
50 ms to 150 ms have no major impact on the controller’s performance; 
this is because the frequency dynamics being controlled are much larger 
than typical PMU reporting rates. This is a positive result, as typical PMU 
reporting rates are ⩽16 s, i.e. 10 to 60 samples per second. 

On the other hand to mimic the aggregate time-delay from a PMU 
device a “fixedDelay” block from MSL was used in the distribution 
network before this frequency was applied to the controller. It is inter-
esting to observe in Fig. 19 that as the data transmission delay increases 
(the blue trace) the control action gets delayed which eventually in-
creases the re-synchronization time. These results are positive, as typical 
synchrophasor systems only incur delays in the order of 100s of milli-
seconds, up to a few seconds. 

6. Conclusion 

An integrated and centralized control system architecture for DER 
operation was proposed in this work and tested in a power system 
model. For modeling and simulation purposes, a frequency computation 
approach was presented and used to emulate frequency measurements 
from PMUs that are utilized as input to different functions of the 

proposed scheme. 
The proposed centralized control system architecture is capable of 

both operating the DER in an island thereby avoiding the need of dis-
connecting it, and also capable of performing re-synchronization by 
executing the maneuvering process autonomously. Modeling the pro-
posed control system architecture within one DG we aimed to show that, 
using such control architecture, it is possible to use remote measure-
ments from synchrophasor data from different sub-stations to re- 
synchronize the DER autonomously. Moreover, it will only require the 
new control system to be installed in cascade with existing technology. 
In contrast, using existing technologies, it is only possible to re- 
synchronize the system with a separate system called a re- 
synchronizer [8]. Similar to the author’s proposal, other methods for 
controlled islanding [20] and synchronization [40,21] have only been 
explored in simulation or lab experiments and have not been used in the 
field, and moreover, they also only address the control of a single 
generator/ DER. 

Here we have considered the PMUs located in both the transmission 
and the distribution network. The best locations for these PMUs in terms 
of their placement and delay are out of the scope of this work and will be 
subject to future research. By using measurements from two parts of the 
grid, we show how an integrated control system architecture that is 
interfaced in cascade with a turbine’s governor and excitation controls, 
can effectively perform two functions for which separate systems are 
proposed in the literature, all while at the same time without requiring 
the replacement the existing generator controls, but instead, compli-
menting them. 

In this work we have only considered the grid constraints as the 
control/synchronizing variables which are useful for controller 
modeling; however, additional grid constraints (e.g. line ampacities) 
and cyber-physical aspects have not been considered in the modeling 
context. 

Finally, the method can be expanded to consider multiple DERs in 
the distribution network, as well as distributing the control architecture 
to support such case. However, expanding beyond the control of a single 
DER is more complex. It would require an additional layer of coordi-
nation that allocates the control effort to each DER. Such work while of 
interest, it is outside of the scope and intent of this paper and is subject 
for future research. 

Further work may involve tuning controllers inside the control 
scheme. For this purpose, the controllers inside the control scheme 
should be re-designed for robustness to improve the overall 
performance. 
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